The unclamped linear electro-optic coefficients r 13 and r 33 for lithium tantalate are known at only one wavelength, 632.8 nm, whereas the clamped coefficients are also known at 3.39 m. In the unclamped mode the effects of mechanical changes caused by piezoelectric and elasto-optic effects are accounted for in the electrooptic coefficient. We demonstrate a novel technique that uses a ferroelectric domain micropatterned electrooptic deflector to measure the unclamped linear electro-optic coefficients r 13 and r 33 at any wavelength. Using this method, we have determined these values for lithium tantalate at 980, 1330, and 1558 nm.
INTRODUCTION
We have used the electro-optic effect in a ferroelectric domain-patterned lithium tantalate (LiTaO 3 ) crystal to determine the electro-optic coefficients of LiTaO 3 in the infrared. The electro-optic effect is used in the construction of many optical devices, including Pockels cells for modulators, 1 and in electro-optic deflectors. [2] [3] [4] As lasers for applications at new wavelengths are developed, it is important to know how electro-optic devices will perform at the previously unattainable wavelengths. If the electro-optic coefficients can be measured at several discrete wavelengths, one can then interpolate as needed to calculate the coefficients at other wavelengths. As LiTaO 3 is a useful optical material in the near infrared, we present measurements of the unclamped electro-optic coefficients at four wavelengths in the near-infrared and the visible that range from 632.8 to 1558 nm. In the unclamped mode the crystal is free to be deformed by the piezoelectric effect. In the alternative clamped mode, the crystal is restrained against piezoelectric deformation, either directly through mechanical means or virtually by modulation of the applied field at frequencies well above the acoustic resonances of the crystal. Our electro-optic coefficients are measured unclamped and thus include both piezoelectric and elasto-optic contributions. 5 Both clamped and unclamped electro-optic coefficients, r 13 and r 33 , are well known at 632.8 nm (Table 1) . [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] For other wavelengths, the only other published result is for a clamped crystal at 3.39 m.
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Wang has developed a model to predict the electro-optic coefficients of ferroelectric materials. 11 However, in as much as the index of refraction along the extraordinary axis is greater than that along the ordinary axis, the model is not applicable to LiTaO 3 . Previous experimental methods included interferometry and reflection, 6, [12] [13] [14] but none has been used with LiTaO 3 . In this paper we describe the use of the deflection of a laser beam by electro-optic prisms to measure the electro-optic coefficients.
LiTaO 3 is a uniaxial crystal with 3m point-group symmetry and ferroelectric polarization in the uniaxial z direction (along the crystalline c axis). It is transparent from 0.4-to 5-m wavelength and has two polarization states oriented 180°from each other. One can reverse the domain states in the material by applying an ϳ21-kV/mm electric field at room temperature. 15 The only limitation in creating domains of any desired shape is in the design of the mask that is used to determine which domains are reversed. For a crystal with 3m point-group symmetry there are eight nonzero elements of the electrooptic tensor, with only four unique values. 16 These elements are as follows: r 12 ϭ Ϫr 22 ϭ Ϫr 61 , r 51 ϭ r 42 , r13 ϭ r23 , and r 33 . As the ferroelectric polarization is in the z direction, it is possible to measure only the electrooptic coefficients r ij that have j ϭ 3. By using ordinary polarized light, we probe the r 13 tensor element; the extraordinary light yields information on r 33 .
If a z-polarized light beam propagates through a z-cut crystal of thickness d in the x -y plane, and an external electric field E 3 ϭ V 0 /d is applied in the z-direction [ Fig.  1(a) ], the electro-optic effect gives rise to an index change ⌬n e ϭ Ϫ(1/2)n e 3 r 33 E 3 , where n e is the extraordinary refractive index and r 33 is the electro-optic coefficient. For ordinary polarized light, ⌬n o ϭ Ϫ(1/2)n o 3 r 13 E 3 , where n o is the ordinary refractive index. ⌬n is negative if the electric field is parallel to the spontaneous ferroelectric polarization and is positive if the field is antiparallel. At a domain boundary there are refractive-index changes of 2⌬n e for extraordinary light and 2⌬n o for ordinary polarized light.
For a series of identical prisms in a deflector (rectangular deflector), the angular deflection of the light exiting the deflector is given
where L is the total length of the prism array, W is the width of the prisms, n is the index of refraction, r is the electro-optic coefficient, d is the thickness of the deflector, and V 0 is the applied voltage. The last equation shows that the final angle of deflection is directly proportional to the applied voltage. However, to maximize the deflection obtained, the deflector used in these experiments is a hornshaped deflector based on a design of Fang et al. 17 It has been shown that the optimized shape of the outer edge of the prisms is given by 18 dW/dz ϭ ͱln W, where W is the width of the prism and z is the direction of the beam propagation [ Fig. 1(b) ]. Horn-shaped deflectors can achieve deflection angles that are comparable to those of rectangular deflectors twice their size. 17, 19 Greater deflection angles per unit length are achieved because the length-to-width ratio in each prism is maximized throughout the length of the deflector. The angular deflection as a function of position for a horn-shaped deflector is also linearly proportional to the applied voltage [see Eq. (39) of Chiu et al. 19 ]. In the device used here, hornshaped ferroelectric domains were patterned into a 286-m-thick, single-domain crystal by use of lithographically patterned electrodes as described in detail elsewhere. 20, 21 Finally, uniform electrodes were deposited on both sides of the wafer, and the device was used as described below.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
To determine the electro-optic coefficients of LiTaO 3 we measured the deflection performance of the device at different wavelengths, using the experimental setup shown in Fig. 2 . At present, there are published data for two wavelengths. [6] [7] [8] [9] In the experiments presented here, a He-Ne laser, a Ti:sapphire laser (980 nm), and two fibercoupled diode lasers (1330 and 1558 nm) were used. The light from the laser was collimated and then line-focused onto the entrance face of the crystal by an f ϭ 100 mm cylindrical lens. The elliptically shaped He-Ne beam entering the crystal had Gaussian diameter dimensions of approximately 8 m (wide) ϫ 200 m (high). The sample and an imaging CCD camera (for 632.8, 980, and 1330 nm) or a vidicon camera (for 1558 nm) were mounted onto separate precision translation stages. The commercial software package Beam View Analyzer software (Coherent, Inc.) was used for imaging and calculation of the beam centroid. We used a variable wave plate to obtain both extraordinary and ordinary polarization at all wavelengths. The exact beam characteristics of the three longer wavelengths were not determined.
We determined the scanning performance by applying to the crystal a series of static voltages from ϩ4.3 to Ϫ4.3 kV (Fig. 3) . The cases of ordinary and extraordinary polarization were separately examined at all wavelengths. As the voltage was applied at discrete values, the camera was moved until the beam centroid was centered on the camera. The distance over which the camera was moved from center determined the lateral displacement. Therefore, the precise pixel spacing of the imaging devices was not a factor in the measurement accuracy. The beam displacement was measured at two image planes a distance d apart. From these measurements the angular deflection at each voltage could be determined from (V) ϭ tan Ϫ1 ͓(x 2 (V)Ϫ x 1 (V))/d͔, where V is the applied voltage, x 1 is the displacement at the near plane, and x 2 is the displacement at the far plane.
To compare the performance of the deflector with a theoretical model, a beam propagation method (BPM) simulation of the designed deflector ͓ ϭ 632.8 nm, r 33 ϭ 30.5 pm/V, n e ϭ 2.180 (Ref. 22 )] was performed (Fig.  4) . The predicted scan angle for an electric field, E 3 , of Ϯ15 kV/mm was Ϯ8.2°, corresponding to a deflection angle of 33.3 mrad/kV, compared to 32.6 mrad/kV for the experimental value. For ordinary polarized light, the BPM simulation of the horn-shaped deflector at 632.8 nm predicted a deflection angle per unit field of 8.92 mrad/kV ( ϭ 632.8 nm, r 13 ϭ 8.4 pm/V, n o ϭ 2.176), compared to the measured 8.09 mrad/kV. The measured deflection angles per unit field (Fig. 3) were within 2.1% of the BPM calculation for extraordinary polarized light and 9.3% for ordinary polarized light.
Some of the discrepancy between the BPM simulation (33.3 mrad/kV) and the experimental deflection performance (32.6 mrad/kV) is thought to arise from the convex curvature on the back face of the crystal. This curvature, which most likely resulted from hand polishing of the crystal face, decreased the measured deflection angle. We determined the magnitude of the curvature by reflecting a laser beam off the back surface. The crystal was translated in a direction parallel to the crystal face, and the position of the reflected beam was measured. The displacement of the reflected beam was proportional to the slope of the surface. The surface curvature was computed from the measured slopes by integration across the surface. The radius of curvature was determined to be 810 Ϯ 40 mm. In comparison with a flat surface, the curvature reduced the expected scan angle by ϳ1%. For accuracy, we included a correction for this curvature in our calculations ( Table 2 ). The BPM calculated deflec- tion angles per unit field for extraordinary and ordinary polarized light at 632.8 nm agree with the curvatureadjusted measurement within ϳ1% and ϳ9%, respectively.
ELECTRO-OPTIC COEFFICIENTS
We used the deflection-angle performance of the hornshaped deflector to determine the electro-optic coefficients at four wavelengths with both ordinary and extraordinary polarization (Fig. 5) . As the deflection is proportional to the electro-optic coefficient, the deflection angle per unit volt can be used to determine the electro-optic coefficients at other wavelengths. The index of refraction is well known at each wavelength used. 22 Recently Nakamura et al. 23 fitted experimental data to a Sellmeier equation to obtain the coefficients for determining the refractive indices of LiTaO 3 . However, we do not know the equivalent length-to-width ratio for the horn-shaped deflector, as we do for the rectangular deflector. One can use crosspolarized images to image the deflector before annealing to determine the size of the domains in the crystal, but, after annealing, it is not possible to determine accurately the length-to-width ratio for each prism. Therefore we assume that the literature value for r 33 is accurate enough to be used to determine the electro-optic coefficients at other wavelengths. As the BPM-calculated slope for r 33 at 632 nm agrees with the curvatureadjusted measured slope within ϳ1%, we use the values for the index of refraction, the electro-optic coefficient, and the deflection angle per unit volt to determine the unknown constant, L/W. With this constant we can use the deflection angle per unit volt obtained at other wavelengths, along with the known values for n e and n o , to determine r 33 and r 13 ( Table 2) . As the precision of our technique is estimated at ϳ2%, it may be an improved technique for measuring electro-optic coefficients.
The reduction in the deflection angle per unit field at longer wavelengths is a direct result of lower refractive indices and of lower electro-optic coefficients for LiTaO 3 with increasing wavelengths in the infrared. However, the values of both r 33 and r 13 do not appear to decrease at longer wavelengths, a result that suggests that there will be no significant change in the deflection performance at even longer wavelengths of light (Fig. 5) . This is consistent with Wang's model for the linear electro-optic coefficients for lithium niobate (LiNbO 3 ). 11 As stated above, Wang's model does not apply to LiTaO 3 because n o Ͻ n e . Using the value that Wang calculated for r 33 to obtain the necessary constants in the theoretical equation for the electro-optic coefficients, one may obtain the wavelength dependence of r 33 of LiNbO 3 , which is shown in Fig. 5 for comparison with the experimental values for LiTaO 3 . Both the theoretical values for LiNbO 3 and the experimental values for LiTaO 3 show the same general trend. These results also indicate that using this deflector as the tunable filter in a mid-infrared laser would also yield a wide tuning range. 24, 25 
SUMMARY
We have demonstrated that we can measure the dispersion of the unclamped electro-optic coefficients for LiTaO 3 by using a horn-shaped deflector. The dispersion in the electro-optic coefficients decreases at longer wavelengths, a behavior that is consistent with that of LiNbO 3 , a similar material. The electro-optic coefficients appear to reach a minimum near 1.55 m, indicating that LiTaO 3 could be used successfully in infrared applications throughout its transparency range of 0.4-5 m.
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